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About

UPES

Established in the year 2003,
University of Petroleum and Energy
Studies emerged as Asia’s first
energy and Core Sector University
offering industry focused specialized
undergraduate, postgraduate and
doctoral programs in various fields.
UPES is committed to maintaining
high standards in providing the best
quality education and endeavours to
be recognized as the ‘Nations
Builders University’ with a vision of
creating specialized professionals in
the core industrial sectors that
contribute to the economic growth
of the country. Its primary goal is to
develop domain specific and
talented professionals who are
ready to join the core industries by
providing them proper resources
they need to enhance their

professional skills.
UPES also provides industrial
exposure by taking students to the
industrial tours to show them how
exactly the industries function and
what the core sectors expect or
demand from them. It has many
student chapters and societies
consisting of core committee
members, and faculty sponsors who
work together to create a healthy
working environment for the
students.
UPES
believes
in
providing
opportunities to each and every one
to showcase their talents in front of
the world by carrying out different
technical
and
non-technical
competitions, fests and events as

well as workshops and tutorials. Its
mission is to improve the skillsets of
the individuals and upgrade it to a
level which will help them stand out
from the rest and bring out the best
in them.

About

UPES ACM
Established in the year 2010, The
UPES ACM Student Chapter
primarily focuses on creating
interest, developing the logical
thinking ability and spreading
awareness about the technological
and computing information among
the people. Started as a small unit,
the UPES ACM society evolved
consistently year by year and is now
the only student chapter with
international exposure. The UPES
ACM team believes in working
together as a family and always
standing as a constant support for
each other. We work as hard as
possible and put all our hearts and
sweat to make sure that it functions
properly and stands to people’s

expectations. Its main motive is to
educate the community, sharing the
valuable knowledge they have with
the people and keeping them
updated with the latest happenings
in the technological world. It
welcomes new and innovative ideas
and makes sure that they get the
proper exposure. ACM chapter
conducts several workshops on
various technical and non-technical
themes from experts specializing in
that field. It also conducts
competitions, technical events,
gaming events, fun contests to make
sure there is entertainment and
learning side by side. It also
organizes the annual technical fest,
Prodigy which concentrates on

increasing the passion and interest
among the learners in their
respective domains.
It is the
combination of dedication, hard
work and hunger for achieving
perfection with utmost sincerity and
dignity working 24X7 that makes
UPES ACM chapter the best. The
constant show of support and active
participation from its members
makes it work even harder than ever
to maintain the reputation it has
built over the years. “Talent wins
games,
but
teamwork
and
intelligence wins championships”,
this beautiful quote from Michael
Jordan truly defines the shining
journey of UPES ACM student
chapter.

UPES ACM
Recruitment Drive
The Recruitment Program is one the most crucial agendas practiced by the
UPES ACM Student Chapter towards developing a firm and capable base for
carrying out an effective and productive session. The chapter conducted
recruitment in 2 stages for the session 2016-17 –



Executive Recruitment Program
General Recruitment Program

The Executive Recruitment Program was conducted at the beginning of the
term to appoint students for the senior positions including Chairperson, Vice
Chairperson, Secretary, Joint Secretary, and the Treasurer followed by Executive
heads, heads and Joint Heads of several departments including Event and
Workshop Management, Public Relations, Sponsorship, Membership, Editorial,
Website and App Development, Vfx Support, and Designing.

Chapter Office Bearers for session 2016-17
Chairperson: Aman Jain
Vice Chairperson: Aditi Goyal
Secretary: Shubhankar Nath
Joint Secretary: Raushan Ranjan and Aditya Srivastava
Treasurer: Viranchi Dhawan
The General Recruitment Program of the session was one of the most
significant highlights. The UPES ACM Student Chapter Team believes that
stepping out of the comfort zones and trying new things is the best way to
grow. After much discussions and planning, the chapter took on a different
approach for the general elections this year.
The applicants were divided among the departments of their choice, and were
mentored by the respective heads for a span of a few months. Thereafter, a

detailed report was presented by the heads, and selections were made in
accordance to the student’s overall activity and performance during the period.
The alternate procedure undoubtedly helped in a better judgement and analysis
of the student’s orientation, and skill set.
Committee

Head

No. of Members
Recruited
30

Events and Workshop
Management

Tanupriya
Bhasin

Public Relations, Membership and
Sponsorship

Preet Kaur
Bhatia

30

Editorial

Palak Batra

15

Nikhil Gupta,
And
Ashish
Malhotra
Aneesh Tigga

15

Technical (App, Web and VFX)

Design

10

Membership Drive
The chapter ran a vigorous Membership drive this year, with meticulous
planning in advance and sincerity throughout the period. The planning of the
whole drive involved designing of posters, presentation, agenda, and finally the
volunteers for the same were all sketched prior to the program registrations of
the university.
The chapter was prefaced to the freshers by means of presentations and
individual interaction. Owing to these efforts, the membership drive was
extremely successful, with the chapter addressing a total of 220 registrants this
year.

The enrolled students belong to different courses of study or specializations.
The statistics are as follows:
Branch

Number of Members
Enrolled

B.Tech CS with Open Source and Standards

14

B.Tech CS with Cloud Computing and Virtualization
Technology

30

B.Tech CS with Business Analytics and Optimization

47

B.Tech CS with Mainframe Technology

22

B.Tech CS with Oil & Gas Informatics

13

B.Tech CS with E-Commerce and Retail Automation

10

B.Tech CS with Banking, Financial Services &
Insurance

10

B.Tech CS with Mobile Computing

15

B.Tech CS with Telecom Informatics

13

B.Tech CS with Cyber Security and Cyber Forensics

21

B.Tech CS with Gaming & Graphics

10

